Abstract We present a highly interactive, continuous collision detection algorithm for rigid, general polyhedra. Given initial and final configurations of a moving polyhedral model, our algorithm creates a continuous motion with constant translational and angular velocities, thereby interpolating the initial and final configurations of the model. Then, our algorithm reports whether the model under the interpolated motion collides with other rigid polyhedral models in environments, and if it does, the algorithm reports its first time of contact (TOC) with the environment as well as its associated contact features at TOC. Our algorithm is a generalization of conservative advancement [19] to general polyhedra. In this approach, we calculate the motion bound of a moving polyhedral model and estimate the TOC based on this bound, and advance the model by the current TOC estimate. We iterate this process until the inter-distance between the moving model and the other objects in the environments is below a userdefined distance threshold. We pose the problem of calculating the motion bound as a linear programming problem and provide an efficient, novel solution based on the simplex method. Moreover, we also provide a hierarchical advancement technique based on a bounding volume traversal tree to generalize the conservative advancement for non-convex models. Our algorithm is relatively simple to implement and has very small computational overhead of merely performing discrete collision detection multiple times. We extensively benchmarked our algorithm in different scenarios, and in comparison to other known continuous collision detection algorithms, the performance improvement ranges by a factor of 1.4 ∼ 45.5 depending on benchmarking scenarios. Moreover, our algorithm can perform CCD at 120 ∼ 15 460 frames per second on a 3.6 GHz Pentium 4 PC for complex models consisting of 10K∼ 70K triangles.
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Introduction
Collision detection (CD) is a problem of testing possible interference between geometric models in space.
Many graphics applications require fast and reliable CD to simulate the physical presence of objects in virtual space. These cover a wide range of applications such as physically-based animation, virtual environments, virtual characters, geometric modeling, etc. As a result, CD has been extensively studied in the literature and many efficient CD algorithms are known.
At a broad level, depending on how CD algorithms handle the motion of objects, they can be categorized into two types, discrete CD and continuous CD. Discrete CD algorithms check for interferences between static objects. When objects are moving, discrete CD algorithms are often called at fixed time intervals to deal with the motion of objects. However, it is well known that when objects are moving at a high speed or objects are thin, discrete CD algorithm can easily miss a collision between sampled time instances [23] . Meanwhile, continuous CD (CCD) algorithms take the object's continuous motion into account and accurately report the first time of contact (TOC) between moving objects if a collision occurs. Recently, CCD has drawn much attention from different communities because of the need for correctly dealing with dynamic nature in applications. The major strength of using CCD in dynamic applications lies in a fact that the result of CCD always guarantees non-penetration between moving objects. For example, in rigid body dynamics, finding an accurate TOC between simulated bodies is crucial to enforce non-penetration constraints in the simulation [3, 24] , and CCD is directly applicable to finding a TOC. In 6DOF haptic rendering, a recent technique based on CCD enables god-object type haptic rendering for object/object interactions thanks to the non-penetration condition imposed by CCD [21] . In sampling-based robot motion planning such as the probabilistic roadmap method (PRM), it is crucial to find a continuous, collision-free path between two configurations of a moving robot, and CCD plays an important role in finding one [27] . However, the major limitation in existing CCD algorithms is that they are, in general, much slower than discrete CD algorithms. This often limits the applicability of CCD algorithms to many potential applications.
Main results
In this paper, we present a fast method to perform CCD between moving, general polyhedra. Our algorithm outperforms known CCD methods by utilizing the connectivity information residing in polyhedra and exploiting the coherence in the continuous motion. Given initial and final configurations of a moving polyhedral model, our algorithm creates a continuous motion with constant translational and angular velocities, thereby interpolating the initial and final configurations of the model. Then, our algorithm reports whether the model under the interpolated motion collides with other rigid polyhedral models in environments, and if it does, the algorithm reports its first time of contact (TOC) with the environment as well as its associated contact features at TOC.
The main ingredient of our algorithm is a generalization of conservative advancement [19] to general polyhedra. In this approach, we calculate the motion bound of a moving polyhedral model and estimate the possible TOC based on this bound and the inter-distance between the model and other objects in the environment, and advance the model by the current TOC estimate. We iterate this process until the inter-distance becomes less than a userdefined distance threshold. We pose the problem of calculating the motion bound as a linear programming problem and provide a novel, efficient solution based on the simplex method. Moreover, we also provide a novel, hierarchical advancement technique based on a bounding volume traversal tree to generalize conservative advancement for non-convex models.
Our algorithm is relatively simple to implement in the sense that one needs to make only minor modifications to an existing discrete CD library. As a result, our algorithm has very small computational overhead of iterating discrete CD multiple times. We extensively benchmarked our algorithm in different scenarios, and in comparison to other known continuous collision detection algorithms, the performance improvement ranges by a factor of 1.4 ∼ 45.5 depending on benchmarking scenarios. Moreover, our algorithm can perform CCD at 120 ∼ 15 460 frames per second on a 3.6 GHz Pentium 4 PC for complex models consisting of 10K∼ 70K triangles.
Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly survey work relevant to ours. In Sect. 3, we explain the preliminary concepts to understand our algorithm and provide an overview of our algorithm. In Sect. 4, we explain how we efficiently calculate the bounds of motion and generalize conservative advancement to general polyhedra in Sect. 5. In Sect. 6, we show the performance results of our algorithm in different benchmarking scenarios and conclude the paper in Sect. 7.
Previous work
In this section, we give a brief survey of the earlier work related to continuous collision detection and distance calculation.
Discrete collision detection and distance calculation
Most of the prior work on collision detection has focused on discrete CD algorithms. We refer the readers to see [17] for an excellent survey on the field. These include specialized algorithms for convex polytopes that exploit motion coherence between successive time steps, general algorithms for polygonal or spline models that precompute a spatial partitioning or bounding volume hierarchies (BVH).
Calculating Euclidean distance between polygonal models has been extensively studied in the literature. For convex polytopes, an efficient theoretical algorithm [7] , linear programming-based approach [28] , Minkowskisum and convex optimization approach [10] , Voronoi marching exploiting motion coherence [18] and multiresolution approach [8, 12] have been proposed. For nonconvex models, typically BVH has been employed to deal with the non-convexity in the models. A convex hull tree-based scheme combined with Voronoi marching has been introduced and shown to work at highly interactive rates for complex polyhedral models [9] . A hybrid BVH scheme using different types of swept sphere volumes has been presented to calculate distances between generic polygonal models [16] .
Continuous collision detection
A few algorithms have been proposed for CCD. More specifically, there are five different approaches presented in the literature: algebraic equation solving approach [5, 6, 13, 22] , swept volume approach [1] , adaptive bisection approach [23, 27] , kinetic data structures (KDS) approach [2, 14, 15] , and Minkowski sum-based approach [30] . However, most of these approaches do not work in real-time or work for only simple or convex models. Only the adaptive bisection approach has shown interactive performance for relatively complex polygonal models; however, it is designed to handle models in polygon soups and does not take advantage of connectivity information residing in polyhedral models and motion coherence in CCD computations.
Recently, CCD for articulated models have been proposed [25, 26] . The work found in [25] is applicable to simple capsule-shaped avatar models in VR environments and shows interactive performance, whereas [26] works for articulated models but shows only near real-time performance.
Overview
We begin this section by introducing the notations and definitions used throughout this paper. Then, we will briefly explain the basic idea of conservative advancement (CA) and distance calculation methods on which our CCD algorithm is based. Based on these concepts, we further provide an overview of our algorithm.
Notations and definitions
We use a bold symbol to differentiate a vector quantity from a scalar value (e.g., the origin o). Let A and B be two polyhedron. Without loss of generality, we assume that A is a moving object under rigid transformation M and B is fixed in space since we can find relative rigid transformation with respect to each other. Further, we assume that the initial and final configurations of A are given as q 0 and q 1 at its corresponding time, t = 0 and t = 1, respectively. We use A(t) as a placement of A under rigid transformation M at time t, i.e., A(t) = M(t)A. Then, the problem of CCD can be formulated as checking whether Eq. 1 is non-empty:
Furthermore, if Eq. 1 is non-empty, we want to compute the minimum value of t that satisfies this equation, known as the time of contact t TOC .
Conservative advancement for convex polytopes
The CA is a simple technique that computes an upper bound of t TOC by repeatedly advancing A by ∆t toward B while avoiding collision [19, 20] . Here, ∆t is calculated based on the closest distance d(A(t), B) between A(t) and B, and the upper bound µ of the motion along d(A(t), B) traced by A(t) per unit second. More specifically, in Fig. 1 , let p be a point on A, and let n be the closest direction
vector that realizes d(A(t), B). Moreover, let µ be an upper bound of the distance along d(A(t), B)
traveled by any p on A per second. Then, A can advance from time t to time t + ∆t without collision:
The proof is simple, and we refer to [20] for details. In Eq. 2, the smaller value of µ or the larger value of d(A(t), B), the larger CA step size ∆t we can have. Thus, we need a tight upper bound of motion µ and tight lower bound of distance d(A(t), B).
Notice, however, that the technique presented in [20] works only for convex objects. Later in Sect. 5, we will provide novel techniques to generalize CA to non-convex objects and also provide a tighter upper bound of µ by considering both the linear and rotational motions in Sect. 4. 
Distance calculation using convex decomposition
It is easier to calculate the distance between convex polytopes than computing it for general, non-convex polyhedra. In particular, Voronoi marching [8, 18] exploits motion coherence involved in distance calculation and is a good choice for CA as CA requires repeated calculations of distance, and thus the motion coherence is high between successive computations.
For distance calculation between general polyhedra, a BVH-based technique using convex hull tree is known to work well [9] . As a preprocess, the algorithm decomposes a given, general polyhedron A into convex pieces c A i and recursively builds a convex hull tree where each node in the tree corresponds to a convex hull of its children nodes. Note that the convex decomposition scheme employed in [9] is merely surface decomposition in which the union of c A i covers only the boundary of A; this is sufficient for distance calculation.
At run-time, starting from the root nodes of two convex hull trees, the algorithm simultaneously traverses the two trees while performing Voronoi marching on the tree nodes and calculating their distance as well as their associated closest features. The recursive traversal continues until the closest distance cannot be further reduced. This tree traversal process can be also thought of as implicitly building a bounding volume traversal tree (BVTT) between two convex hull trees. The concept of BVTT will be explained in more detail in Sect. 5.1.
Our approach
In our algorithm, we assume that two non-convex polyhedra A and B are given and only the initial and final configurations of A are known as q 0 , q 1 . As in many applications, since the actual governing motion of A is unknown [23] , we use an arbitrary in-between motion that interpolates q 0 , q 1 . As a result, we can express a continuous motion M(t) in terms of time that governs the motion of A.
In order to find t TOC between non-convex polyhedra A and B, a naive approach based on convex decomposition and CA can be devised as in Algorithm 1. Algorithm 1. Naive CCD using convex decomposition. Input: A moving polyhedron A and its initial and final configurations q 0 , q 1 , a fixed polyhedron B. Output: Calculate t TOC . Additionally, the motion bound µ (step 6) can become overly conservative and many CA steps (step 11) would be required. These two problems can result in poor performance of the naive algorithm. To address the first issue, instead of calculating the distance between decomposed convex pieces of A, B, we calculate the distance between A, B themselves using the technique presented in Sect. 3.3 and remember the nodes in convex hull trees that realize this distance, called front nodes. The union of these nodes is a superset of the union of convex pieces thanks to the convex hull property of convex hull tree. Notice that the distance between the front nodes has been already calculated during the BVH traversal scheme in Sect. 3.3. We perform CA only to these front nodes (Sect. 5). Moreover, to efficiently calculate µ between these front nodes, we take the closest vector direction n between the nodes and project its translational and rotational motion onto n (Sect. 4). Overall, our algorithm works as in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2. CCD using hierarchical advancement. Input: A, B and q 0 , q 1 . Output: Calculate t TOC .
1. As a preprocess, decompose A and B into convex pieces and construct their convex hull trees, CHT A , CHT B . 2. Compute an interpolating motion M(t) from q 0 , q 1 . 3. repeat 4.
Calculate d (A(t) , B) between A(t) and B using CHT A , CHT B and remember the pairs of front nodes h A i , h B j in the trees that were traversed to calculate d (A(t), B) .
) and closest direction vector n(i, j) are stored {Algorithm 3 in Sect. 5}.
5.
for each pair of (h
Retrieve already calculated d(h
Calculate the motion bound µ(i, j) by projecting both the translational and rotation motion of h A i onto n(i, j).
Calculate ∆t
end for 10.
Find ∆t := min(∆t i, j ).
11.
Advance A(t) by ∆t. 12. until d (A(t) , B) becomes less than a user-provided threshold 13. return t TOC
Motion bound calculation
Since our algorithm does not assume a closed form of the continuous motion of a moving object, we first explain how we model the continuous motion when only its initial and final configurations are given, and also show how we can efficiently calculate the motion bound µ of a moving object under such a motion.
Motion interpolation
In many applications involving motion such as physicallybased animation, rapid prototyping, virtual environments and robot motion planning, the governing motion is often either unknown or cannot be represented as a closed form. This is because the motion employed in these application is controlled interactively by a user [23] , or purely random [27] , or should be calculated numerically [4] . Therefore, in our CCD algorithm, we only assume that the initial and final configurations of A are known (q 0 , q 1 ), and need to find a continuous, rigid motion M that interpolates q 0 , q 1 . We further assume that q 0 is collision-free; otherwise, we trivially report that t TOC is zero by performing discrete CD at q 0 .
Different types of interpolation motions have been used in other CCD algorithms: screwing motion [13, 23] , ballistic motion [20] and linear motion in configuration space [27, 30] . In our case, we choose the linear motion with constant translational and angular velocities because of its simplicity. In fact, some application such as robot motion planning requires linear motion in configuration space [27] .
Let us represent the configurations q 0 , q 1 as their translational (T) and rotational components (R): T 1 ) . We want to represent the interpolating motion M(t) at time t as:
then,
T(t) = T 0 + tv R(t) = cos (ωt). A+ sin (ωt).B + C
where here v = T 1 − T 0 is the constant translational velocity of the center of mass (COM) of A. Furthermore,
where here (u, ω) is the constant angular velocity of A, extracted from R 1 R −1 0 and u * is the skew symmetric ma-
Motion projection
Given the interpolating motion M(t), now we explain a novel technique of how to calculate the tight upper bound µ of motion. For now, we assume that both the moving A and fixed objects B are convex, and the motion bound calculation technique explained here will be applied to non-convex objects in Sect. 5 by decomposing A, B into convex objects, calculating the motion bound for each convex pair, and taking its minimum. Let p i be a point on A, and as A undergoes M, p i will trace out a trajectory p i (t) in 3D Euclidean space. Consider its velocityṗ i (t) = v + ω × r i (t), where v, ω are the linear velocity of the center of mass (COM) and angular velocity of A, respectively, and r i = p i − R COM where R COM is the position of the COM. Notice that v, ω are constant between the time interval of [0, 1] in our case. Then, the undirected motion bound µ u of A can be expressed as:
The term µ u can be an upper bound of motion that Eq. 2 uses, but we get a tighter upper bound µ by projecting p i (t) onto n, which is the closest direction vector between A and B:
Since v, n, ω are constants during the time interval of ∆t, calculating µ boils down to maximizing |ω × r i · n|. Further, it is equivalent to maximizing |(n × ω) · r i | since (ω × r i ) · n = (n × ω) · r i . Moreover, because n × ω = c 1 is a constant and r i exists only on the surface of a convex polytope, maximizing |c · r i | becomes a linear programming problem. As a result, we have:
where c 1 = n × ω, c 2 = |v · n|, and |A| is the number of faces in a convex polytope A, and x · n k = d k is the plane equation for the kth face in A.
There are many known methods to efficiently solve the linear programming in Eq. 5 [28] . In particular, the simplex method or the hill climbing method works well in this simple case. The main idea is, given a query direction c 1 , we want to find a vector r i on the surface of a convex polytope A whose direction is closest to the direction of c 1 . This type of query is also known as support mapping of c 1 [29] or extremal vertex query along c 1 [8] . A simple method that works well in practice is the use of a lookup table as presented in [8] . In this approach, we sample the possible directions of c 1 , and precalculate its extremal vertex r i , and store their associations in a lookup table. At run-time, given c 1 , we look up the closest vectorĉ to c 1 in the table and use its associated extremal vertex as a starting point in the hill climbing to further maximize Eq. 5.
Hierarchical advancement
By plugging µ in Eq. 5 and into step 6 of the naive CCD algorithm (Algorithm 1), we can devise a CCD algorithm for non-convex polyhedra and accelerate its performance considerably. However, due to the quadratic complexity of O(η A η B ) in Algorithm 1, the algorithm does not scale well to complicated non-convex models.
In this section, we present a novel, efficient scheme based on the concept of bounding volume traversal tree (BVTT) that can handle the quadratic complexity in Algorithm 1. Now we relax the convexity restrictions of A, B and assume that they are non-convex polyhedra.
Bounding volume traversal tree
As a preprocess, our algorithm decomposes each of the given non-convex polyhedra into convex pieces, and recursively builds a bounding volume hierarchy (BVH) where each BV node corresponds to the convex hull of its children nodes (i.e., convex hull tree), as explained in Sect. 3.3.
Given two BVHs (CHT A , CHT B ) of A, B, when we calculate the distance between A, B at given time t, starting from the root nodes of CHT A , CHT B , a pairwise distance calculation between the nodes h A i , h B j in CHT A , CHT B is recursively performed based on Voronoi marching. Each recursion step requires distance calcula-
and d(h
The bounding volume traversal tree (BVTT) is a special recursion tree generated during the distance query, as illustrated in Fig. 2 . BVTT was originally introduced by [16] to measure the cost of a BVH traversal scheme. In our case, each node h(i, j) in a BVTT corresponds to a pair of convex hull nodes
The front in a BVTT refers to a collection of leaf nodes in the tree, generated during the distance query at run-time. In practice, the size of the front is much smaller than the size of all possible combinations between convex pieces in A, B. We take advantage of this fact to reduce the quadratic complexity in Algorithm 1. Algorithms for distance calculation between non-convex polyhedra as well as building its corresponding BVTT are explained in Algorithm 3. and its closest vector n(i, j).
if h j is not a leaf node in CHT B then 6:
else if h i is not a leaf node in CHT A then 10:
{Mark h(i, j) as front and n(i, j) is stored at it.} 15:
end if 17: else 18: {Mark h(i, j) as front and n(i, j) is also stored at it.} 19:
return d 20: end if
Conservative advancement for general polyhedra
Based on the BVTT, we can devise an efficient hierarchical algorithm to perform CA between non-convex polyhedra A, B. The main idea of this method is based on the following observations: front nodes h(i, j) s are the nodes that are discovered during closest distance query, so that these nodes have a higher probability than other convex nodes in BVTT to be collided at t TOC or to be reused for successive distance query at next CA step.
Observation (1) guarantees that our algorithm based on performing CA on the front is conservative. Thanks to observation (2), our algorithm is not overly conservative and as experimentally shown in Sect. 6, it is quite efficient in practice (i.e., few CA iterations). In fact, observation (2) has been similarly used in discrete distance query when high motion coherence exists. In other words, the witness convex pieces that realize closest distance at time step t tend to be witnesses again for the next time step t + ∆t when the underlying motion has high coherence [9] . In our case, since our algorithm requires successive invocation of CA steps, it has a similar effect of having high motion coherence and thus observation (2) is sound.
Based on the aforementioned observations, our algorithm applies an atomic, convex CA operation to each node h(i, j) in the front, estimates its individual time of contact ∆t TOC (i, j), and takes its minimum as ∆t TOC . Then, we advance A by ∆t TOC and iterate another CA step until d (A(t) , B) becomes smaller than a user-provided distance threshold. Finally, at t TOC , we perform one-time discrete distance query to find all the relevant contact features such as face/vertex and edge/edge. This algorithm has been summarized earlier in Algorithm 2. The major strengths of our hierarchical CA algorithm can be summarized as follows:
-The main bottleneck in Algorithm 2 is the computation of d(h A i , h B j ) and n(i, j). However, these are already calculated as part of the distance calculation between A and B, as presented in Algorithm 3. As a result, the hierarchical CA has very little overhead over discrete distance calculation d (A(t) , B) at time t. -Typically, since the size of the front nodes is small, the step 5 in Algorithm 2 has a much lower number of iterations compared to O(η A η B ).
Results and discussions
Now we present our implementation results and discuss its performance.
Implementation results
We have implemented our CCD algorithm using C++ on Windows XP, equipped with an Intel P4 3.6 GHz CPU and 2 GB main memory. We have used a public-domain proximity library, SWIFT++ (http://www.cs.unc.edu/∼geom/ SWIFT++) for distance calculation and convex decomposition for non-convex polyhedra, and have modified it to serve our purpose. We also take advantage of the extremal vertex query function provided in SWIFT++ to implement Eq. 5. Thus, in some sense, our implementation can be considered as a continuous version of SWIFT++.
Benchmarking
In order to measure the performance of our algorithm, we employ different benchmarking models in various complexities (ranging from 10K to 70K triangles) as shown in Fig. 3 . These models are highly non-convex, and we use them in different benchmarking scenarios as below. The user-controlled threshold of distance to find t TOC is 0.001 throughout all the experiments. 1. Santa vs thin board (Fig. 4) : Given two configurations of q 0 , q 1 of a highly non-convex Santa model with 37 888 triangles, separated by approximately 5 times the bounding box size of Santa, a board (12 triangles) is initially located below q 0 . By varying the position of the board toward q 1 , we calculate t TOC of the Santa model when it tries to reach from q 0 to q 1 . In the figure, the red, blue, and green Santas denote the Santa model at configurations, q 0 , q 1 , q(t TOC ), respectively. 2. Bunny vs bunny (Fig. 5) : Each bunny consists of 69 664 triangles. As shown in the Fig. 5 , one of the bunny is shot from a random configuration q 0 (red) toward a random configuration q 1 (blue) against a fixed (Fig. 7 left) : Using HAVOK TM (http://www.havok.com/), we perform rigid body dynamics to simulate the falling of a red bunny against a blue one, each consisting of 26K triangles, due to gravity. Each simulation step provides q 0 , q 1 of the blue moving bunny. Plug these into our CCD algorithm, and measure the performance. Moreover, in order to create artificial inter-penetration at q 1 from this simulation (the simulation itself is collisionfree all the time), we slightly modify the q 1 before impact, and thus we can ask our CCD algorithm to find t TOC . and 7: it includes timings (in milliseconds) and the number of CA iterations of our algorithm (FAST). We also measure the performance of a known CCD method, CON-TACT [23] , for each benchmarking scenario and compare it with ours. CONTACT can be thought of as a continuous version of the OBB algorithm [11] and uses a screwing formulation for motion interpolation. As a result, our algorithm and CONTACT do not perform the exact same CCD operation but both of the algorithms are able to calculate t TOC as well as contact features. In our benchmarking scenarios, our approach outperforms CONTACT by a factor of 1.4 ∼ 45.5 depending on the benchmarking scenario.
Analysis
Now we briefly analyze the computational complexities of our algorithm (Algorithm 2). For each CA step (4-12):
-The complexity of step 4 is contact-dependent, and in the worst case, it can take O(|A||B|) where |A|, |B| are the number of faces in A, B, respectively. However, in practice, its computational cost is much lower than the quadratic complexity, since our implementation is based on SWIFT++ utilizing BVH and high motion coherence between successive CA iterations. The use of motion coherence is made possible thanks to the technique known as front tracking [9] . -The number of loops in step 5 is also contact-dependent, and in the worst case, it is O(η A η B ). Inside the loop, step 7 of performing motion bound is dominated by the linear programming required by Eq. 5. In the worst case, linear programming can take a linear time in terms of the number of faces in a convex hull node, h A i . However, since we are using a table lookup-based method, in practice, this operation takes almost a amount of constant time.
Bounding the number of CA steps is in general quite difficult since there are many parameters involved with this computation such as the relative configurations of A, B, the initial and final configurations q 0 , q 1 of A, the distance and contact features. However, based on our experiments, the typical number of iterations is 4 on average.
Comparison
We qualitatively compare the pros and cons of our CCD algorithm with other methods, in particular bisectionbased algorithms such as [23, 27] , because these techniques are known to be faster than other known methods explained in Sect. 2.
CONTACT. As mentioned earlier, CONTACT is a continuous version of OBB so that it can handle generic polygon soups unlike ours [23] . However, it has two problems: (1) the continuous OBB test can be overly conservative when the underlying motion has large rotations, and (2) CON-TACT does not perform adaptive bisection such that it may suffer from a large number of bisection steps especially when objects are far apart. In our CCD algorithm, even though the motion has large rotation, our motion projection technique can handle such a case. Moreover, by taking advantage of the closest direction vector, our algorithm performs fewer advancement iterations.
Dynamic collision checker. The dynamic collision checker performs similarly to our CCD algorithm in that it relies on motion bound calculation and distance calculation [27] . Compared to ours, however, the algorithm has a less tight upper bound of (undirected) motion bound without using the information of closest direction vector (essentially µ u in Eq. 4) and less tight lower bound of distance calculation based on PQP [16] . As a result, it will perform worse than ours. In particular, as illustrated in Fig. 8 , when A hovers above B, since the undirected motion bound µ u calculated by the dynamic collision checker does not consider the closest direction vector n, many iterations will be required to satisfy Eq. 2 to realize that A(t) is collisionfree. However, this algorithm is able to handle polygon soups.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a highly interactive CCD algorithm for complex, non-convex polyhedra. The algorithm is based on efficient calculation of motion bound and hierarchical advancement. There are few limitations in our algorithm. First of all, our algorithm is applicable to only 2-manifold, polyhedral models, not to polygon soups. Secondly, the major bottleneck of our algorithm is distance calculation between two non-convex polyhedra, and this algorithm heavily depends on a convex decom- Fig. 8 . A is hovering above B position scheme. As a result, a high number of convex pieces in the convex decomposition can degrade the CCD performance. For future work, there are many issues we would like to pursue. First of all, we would like to apply our fast CCD algorithm to constraint-based rigid dynamics, 6DOF haptic rendering, and robot motion planning to significantly improve their performance. In particular, we expect high performance improvement from a PRM-based motion planning method that requires finding a collision-free path. Finally, we would like to extend our CCD algorithm to articulated bodies such as in [26] .
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